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med-pass packaging
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Here’s how it works:

• Our pharmacy prepares, verifies and

delivers your inventory.

• You receive sets of presorted

strips, clearly labeled by patient,

with important information about

medications, strength, dosing

instructions and more.

• Medications are neatly divided

into PASS Packs, containing the

appropriate meds for each med-pass

dose.

• When it’s time for med-pass, your

nurse simply selects the PASS Pack,

matches it to the MAR, and dispenses

the meds for the patient, greatly

reducing med-pass time.

• Parata PASS also reduces time to

receive and process inventory, as well

as storage requirements.
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With all the change and uncertainty you’re facing,  
it’s good to know you’ve got at least one thing in the bag. 

Short-cycle dispensing. Lower reimbursements. Fewer staff. More patients. 
Change seems to be the order of the day in senior care.

And while that’s all happening around you, you still have an essential job  
to do in ensuring an efficient, consistent and safe med-pass. 

What you need is a way to do more, and do it even better, with less. 
Fortunately, just such a solution is close at hand. 

“The most important 
goal is to get the right 
medicine to the right 
person at the right time in 
the right quantity. 

If you can complete 
that mission with a 
system that is time-
efficient and frees staff 
to provide additional 
care, why wouldn’t you 
make that decision?”

- Mitch Bunch,  
Wesley Haven Villas,
Northwest Florida

Patient focused.  
Staff friendly. 

The Parata PASS (Patient Adherence 
Strip System) offers a new, innovative 
approach to med-pass. Forget punch 
cards and messy carts. The time-
consuming and labor-intensive 
distribution. The real risk of missing 
pills and medication errors. 

Say hello to convenient, presorted 
deliveries, streamlined dispensing, and 
the security of pharmacy verification.

The difference is clear. 

The benefits of Parata PASS are easy to see:

•  Consistent med-pass across nurse and shift changes

•  Better inventory management

•  Less medication and packaging waste

•  Fewer medication errors

• Trouble-free use and administration

•  Less time spent on med-pass

•  More time for patient care

•  Enhanced peace of mind for families

This system is already being used in senior care communities nationwide. The result? 
Improved adherence and greater staff engagement – leading to measurably improved  
resident health. 
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